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— JULIO LOBO —
1898 – 1983



JULIO LOBO (1898 — 1983)

Was a powerful Cuban sugar trader and financier. He was the 

richest man in pre-revolutionary Cuba and the last of the island’s 

haute bourgeoisie.

Julio Lobo remains emblematic of a certain way of life that came to an abrupt 

end when Fidel Castro marched into Havana. Known in his day as the King 

of Sugar, Lobo was, from the late 1930s to 1960, the most powerful force in the 

world sugar market, controlling vast swathes of the island’s sugar interests. At 

the start of the Cuban Revolution in 1959, Lobo’s fortune was estimated at 

close to $200 million. His assets included 14 sugar mills, over 300,000 acres 

of land, a bank, an insurance company, and offices in Havana, New York, 

London, Madrid, and Manila.

 Born in 1898, the year of Cuba’s independence, Lobo’s extraordinary life 

mirrors the many rises and final fall of the troubled Cuban republic. The 

details of Lobo’s life are fit for Hollywood. He twice cornered the international 

sugar market and had the largest collection of Napoleonica outside of France, 

including the emperor’s back teeth and death mask. Today, the collection is 

housed in Havana at the Museo Napoleonico. He once faced a firing squad 

only to be pardoned at the last moment and later survived a gangland shooting. 

He courted movie stars from Bette Davis to Joan Fontaine and, when Esther 

Williams came to visit, he filled the swimming pool at his sprawling estate 

with perfume. 

Such are the legends of which revolutions are made, and later justified. 

But Lobo was also a progressive and a philanthropist; his genius was so 

widely acknowledged that Che Guevara personally offered him the position 

of Minister of Sugar in the Communist regime. When Lobo declined, 

knowing that their worldviews could never be compatible, his properties 

were nationalised, most of his fortune vanished overnight and he was 

exiled from the island, never to return to his beloved Cuba.
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1% fee on all Visa, MasterCard and Amex cards

Our Rum Flights are dedicated to showcasing 
the range and depth of our rum portfolio.

We have put together several little flights that 
allow you to sample 6 different rums from a given region.

FLIGHT TIME
Approximately 1.5 hours

MINIMUM PASSENGERS
4 people

DEPARTURE TIMES
Tuesday to Thrusday 6pm or earlier
Friday to Saturday 5pm or earlier

IN-FLIGHT FOOD
Complimentary snacks provided

FLIGHT BOOKINGS
Head to www.thelobo.com.au 
or email info@thelobo.com.au
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CENTRAL AMERICAN
$60

This flight takes 
you on a ride lifting 

off in Mexico, heading 
south east through the 
rum meccas of Central 
America and setting 

you down in one of our 
favourite rum making 

countries, Guyana.

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS
$70

Jamaica, St Lucia, 
Barbados, oh my! 

This flight includes 
some stand out rums 

from some stand 
out locations.

FRENCH AGRICOLE
$80

Designed to 
showcase rhum 

agricole at its finest. 
This flight takes you 
on a tour through 

the French islands, 
showing you what 

makes rhum agricole 
so special.

STAFF FAVOURITES
$90

We’ve done all 
the work so you 

don’t have to. This 
flight offers all kinds 

of goodies, while 
helping you get to 
know our bar team 
one rum at a time.
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FIRST CLASS
$250

For those of you 
with a taste for the 
finer things in life. 

From Antigua to the 
Dominican Republic, 
this flight takes you on 

a decadent trip that 
showcases some top 

quality rums. Sit back 
and get comfortable. 

CASK FINISHES
$150

This flight takes 
you on a journey 

around the world cask 
by cask. Starting off in 
Spain and making its 
way to France, with 

some cheeky detours to 
Scotland and Mexico. 

SOUTH AMERICAN
$100

Hugging the most 
northern part of 

South America, this 
is a decadent display 

of premium and 
extravagant rums as 

well as several different 
vintages and ageing 

techniques.

HIGH ROLLERS
PLEASE CONTACT US 

FOR PRICES
We’ve searched the 
globe to bring you 

some extraordinary 
expressions of rum. 
Take a step back in 

time, starting with the 
pirates in the 1800s 

and travelling through 
some obscure and 
limited releases.
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EL DORADO 12 YR  $14 
This internationally popular rum from Guyana is a must try! 
Curated from several distillates, it includes rum from their 
unique double wooden pot stills, characterising it with spiced 
fruit, vanilla and oak.

FACUNDO NEO  $18
In this delightful bottling from Bacardi’s premium range, you’ll 
find a mix of rums aged up to 8 years that is then charcoal 
filtered. Creating a highly complex flavour profile, this ode to 
Don Facundo gives off pepper, marzipan and passionfruit! 

COMPAGNIE DE INDES BELIZE  $30
50% of Belize’s export comes from it’s sugarcane industry. It 
should comes as no surprise that this cask strength rum from 
the Traveller’s Distillery is already a team favourite from the 
Compagnie des Indes line! Boasting with notes of cinnamon, 
sweet spices and oak, this rum is not for the faint hearted.

LA MAUNY 40  $10
Distilled from sugarcane juice rather than molasses, this 
uanaged rum from Martinique is packed full of flavour! Earthy 
and floral, this is for those wanting to try something different.

FOURSQUARE PATRIMONIO  $55 
The Foursquare distillery has developed a (very warranted) 
cult following in recent years, even we struggle to secure bottles! 
Distilled using a copper double retort pot still and a traditional 
Coffey still, this barrel-proof rum gets extra flavour from sitting 
in Olorosso casks for a further 4 years, yum!

SWEETDRAM SMOKED SPICED  $11
A spiced rum with a difference! Guyanese, Jamaican and Bajan 
rums are blended then spiced with fennel, smoked fig, chamomile 
and Lapsang tea. Bottled in Edinburgh Scotland, this is packed 
with tannin and flavour, definitely not for the sweet tooths.
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PALMETTO $21
A Manhattan with rum? You’ve got 
yourself a Palmetto! Whilst Harry 
Craddock originally called for this 
cocktail to be shaken, modern bartenders 
know to deliver this iconic sipper stirred 
down!

BACARDI 8 RUM, CANE SYRUP, SWEET 
VERMOUTH AND A FEW DASHES OF ORANGE 
BITTERS

ST CROIX RUM FIX $ 21
Circa 1884, Albert Barnes releases ‘The 
Complete Bartender’, with it he forever 
blessed us with this fruity libation. 
Whilst the drink may read simple, ‘Fixes’ 
have always been straight to the point 
and deceptively boozy.

BACARDI 8 RUM, LEMON, PINEAPPLE JUICE AND 
A SPLASH OF SUGAR

HONEY SUCKLE $21
Less is more! This nutty yet crisp cocktail 
was adapted from David A. Embry’s 
‘Fine Art of Mixing Drinks’. Using just 3 
basic ingredients, it’s the perfect cocktail 
for those who do know what they want to 
drink!

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA RUM, LIME JUICE AND A 
OF HONEY

—LOBO IS NOW OPEN ON SUNDAYS! —
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OLD GROGRAM $ 21
Lobo’s flagship and iconic cocktail has 
become even better! For each one sold we will 
be donating $1 towards BIPOC charities..

LOBO’S SPICED RUM, LEMON, SUGAR AND LOBO’S 
FAMOUS STOUT VERMOUTH. OH, AND FLAMES!

WHITE NEGRONI DAIQUIRI $ 20
What better way to mix two of our 
favourite classics than in this delightfully 
refreshing libation.
  
PLANTATION 3 STAR RUM, LILLET, SUZE, LEMON, 
SUGAR AND A DASH OF ORANGE BITTERS

EL COCODRILLO $ 21
Refreshing and spicy, a little bitter and oh 
so cleansing. This snapper will be sure to 
fix you right up and then some!

WILD TURKEY BOURBON, CAPSICUM SHRUB, 
GALAXY HOPS CONCENTRATE, LEMON, SUGAR AND 
A COUPLE DASHES OF HELLFIRE BITTERS

SOUR DISPUTE $22
Historians have heavily debated the origin 
of the Pina Colada, leaving a sour taste in 
many mouths. Samuel’s modern twist is 
hoping to do just that!

ESPOLON BLANCO TEQUILA, VIDA MEZCAL, 
COCONUT HORCHATA, MAGIC PINEAPPLE,         
EGG WHITE AND A COUPLE DASHES OF          
BLACK WALNUT BITTERS
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CLANDESTINO $20
We’ve repurposed our waste citrus juice 
and husks into a flavourful yet sustainable 
banger. Tastes like a high-five from Mother 
Nature!.

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA RUM, PLANTATION 
PINEAPPLE RUM, WILD TURKEY RYE, RECYCLED 
CITRUS OLEO, MALIC ACID AND A COUPLE DASHES 
OF ANGOSTURA BITTERS 
 
THE MOCADO $21
Meaning ‘very wet’, we are getting wild 
with this flipped up, Mojito - Martini 
hybrid. This is the crossover episode you’ve 
been waiting for

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA RUM, DOLIN BLANC 
VERMOUTH, OLIVE OIL & LIME EMULSION, MINT 
AND A DASH OF EGG WHITE 

 
JUNGLEBIRD $20
One of our favourite modern classic rum 
cocktails, the Junglebird was first served 
up at the Hilton in Kuala Lumper in 1989. 

BACARDI 8 RUM, CAMPARI, PINEAPPLE JUICE, 
LIME AND A DASH OF SUGAR. 

RUM N RYE OLD FASHIONED
Rum and Wild Turkey Rye in an Old 
Fashioned. A simple and delicious way 
to mix two of our favourite spirits.

WILD TURKEY RYE, CANE SYRUP, ANGOSTURA 
AND ORANGE BITTERS WITH YOUR CHOICE OF:

#1 BACARDI 8  $20

#2 CLAIRIN VAVAL $26

#3 RON ZACAPA XO $34
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NV 
CHANDON BRUT $12 $68
YARRA VALLEY, VICTORIA
apple, pear, citrus

NV 
MOËT & CHANDON $23 $115
ÉPERNAY, CHAMPAGNE
classic, rich, long finish

2011
DOMAINE PICHOT VOUVRAY BRUT  $66
VOUVRAY, LOIRE VALLEY 
fresh, aperitif style, sparkling chenin blanc

NV 
RUINART ‘R’ DE RUINART $190
REIMS, CHAMPAGNE
apples, apricots, shortbread

NV
RUINART BLANC DE BLANCS (MAGNUM) $410
REIMS, CHAMPAGNE
white flowers, supple, ripe citrus

2004 
VEUVE CLICQUOT ‘LA GRANDE DAME’ $380
REIMS, CHAMPAGNE 
citrus, almonds, brioche

NV
KRUG GRANDE CUVÉE $480
REIMS, CHAMPAGNE 
toasted bread, hazelnut, nougat 
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NV
RUINART ROSÉ $230
REIMS, CHAMPAGNE
subtle, fruity, red fruit

NV
BILLECART-SALMON ROSÉ $210
MAREUIL-SUR-AY, CHAMPAGNE
berries, bright, clean finish

2018
THE PASS SAUVIGNON $11 $54
MARLBOROUGH, NZ
tropical fruits, citrus, easy going

2017
KUMEU RIVER PINOT GRIS $13 $62
AUCKLAND, NZ
tropical, stonefruits, juicy

2017
ADELINA REISLING $14 $68
POLISH HILL, SA
dry, apple, interesting

2018
UNICO ZELO RIVER SAND FIANO  $74
ADELAIDE HIILS, SA
elegant, soft acidity, trendy

2017 
KURT ANGERIER KIES GRUNER VETLINER $70
KAMPTAL, AUSTRIA 
savoury, versatile, crowd pleaser
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2018
GREGORIS PINOT GRIGIO $68 
VENETO, ITALY
apples, green pears, crisp

2018
CLYDE PARK FUME BLANC  $78
GEELONG, VIC
rich texture, smokey, delicious

2016 
PAS SAINT MARTIN SAUMUR BLANC $72
LOIRE, FRANCE
powerful, complex, structured

2017
MOUNT MACLELOUD CHARDONNAY $72
GIPPSLAND, VIC
textural, oaky, creamy

2017
PIERRICK LAROCHE PETIT CHABLS $84
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
white floral, citrus, classic minerality

2018
CHATEAU DE L’ESCARELLE ROSÉ $12 $64
PROVENCE, FRANCE
floral, soft, stonefruit

2017
LA PROVA AGLIANICO ROSÉ $58
ADELAIDE HILLS, SA
red fruits, sour cherries, tannins

2018
PHEASANT’S TEARS MTSVANE $95
KAKHETI, GEORGIA
fresh apricot, raw, edgy
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2019
LUCKY’S SYRAH PINOT NOIR’ $12 $56
ORANGE, NSW 
cherries, vibrant, spice

2020
ALMA MORA MALBEC $14 $62
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
currants, blackerries, oak

2018
ST JOHNS ROAD
BLOOD AND COURAGE SHIRAZ $16 $76
BAROSSA, SA
intense, blackberry, heavy

2018 
MINISTRY OF CLOUDS
TEMPRANILLO GRENACHE $68
MCLAREN VALE, SA
savory, earthy, cured meats

2018 
TE KAIRANGA PINOT NOIR $82
MARTINBOROUGH, NZ
dark cherry, vanilla, premium

2017
LOST BOUY SANGIOVESE $58
MCLAREN VALE, SA
bright fruit, toasted coconut, vanilla
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2019
HARVEST SYRAH              $52
ADELAIDE HILLS, SA
cassis, white pepper, spice

2018 
CLOS LA COUTALE CAHORS MALBEC $64
CAHORS, FRANCE
gravel, rustic, dusty

2017 
SAMUEL’S GORGE SHIRAZ $102
MCLAREN VALE, SA 
rich, blackcurrant, cult-y

2015 
BODEGA LOS NADIES EQUILIBRIO
MALBEC TANNAT  $92
CANELONES, URAGUAY
powerful, heavy tannin, blue fruits

2017
JASPER HILL ‘GEORGIA’S PADDOCK’ $154
SHIRAZ  
HEATHCOTE, VIC 
cassis, clove, iconic Aussie shiraz
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RED STRIPE $8.5
JAMAICAN LAGER 4.9%
Kingston, Jamaica

4 PINES $9.5
PALE ALE 5.1%
Manly, NSW

NEGRA MODELO  $9.5
DARK ALE 5.3%
Mexico City, Mexico

WAYWARD BREWING CO. $11.0
INDA PALE ALE 6.0%
Camperdown, NSW

XX $XX
XX
xx

COOPERS LIGHT $7.0
AUSTRALIAN LIGHT BEER 2.9%
Regency Park, SA

BROOKEVALE UNION $10.0
GINGER BEER 4.0%
Manly, NSW

SYDNEY CIDER $9.5
LARGE FRUIT WITH MEDIUM SWEETNESS 4.5%
Sydney, NSW
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Lobo’s kitchen is open until late.

EMPANADAS — 4 PER SERVE
Soft pillows of flaky pastry 
with your choice of filling.

Empanadas de carne: slow braised 
chilli beef, served with chimichurri.

$15

Empanadas de frijol: red bean, 
fennel served with roasted tomato salsa (V).

$13

DA BIG BAWSE $17

A Cuban sandwich Lobo’s way.

A healthy serving of slow roasted pulled 
pork, triple smoked ham, Swiss cheese, 
pickles and Dijon mustard. All stuffed 
in between fluffy Ciabatta bread. Yum!
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15

– SEVENTEENTH EDITION –

Basement Lot 1, 
209 Clarence Street Sydney, NSW


